TOPICS FOR THIS WEBINAR

- Recent information about prevention and response
- EM Buddy activation and process to regularly report COVID-19 occurrences
- Responding to additional questions
ONE GOAL ONE FLORIDA

Protect the vulnerable
Wash your hands
Practice social distancing
Wear a mask

ONE GOAL ONE FLORIDA
GOVERNOR RON DESANTIS

TEXT "FLCOVID19" TO 888-777
CORONAVIRUS PREVENTION

4 KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER

1. If you feel sick or see symptoms of sickness, stay home or send home.

2. Protect the vulnerable.

3. If a COVID-19 case arises - don't panic, be surgical not sweeping. Quickly assess and limit the impact.

4. Communicate, communicate, communicate.
IMPLEMENTING A SYMPTOM-BASED STRATEGY

**NO KNOWN EXPOSURE**

- **Symptomatic**
  - Go home and return after
  - Symptoms end

- **Exposed* to symptomatic person who is awaiting test results**

---

**SYMPTOMATIC DECISION TREE**

- **Exposed* to COVID-19 positive case**
  - Asymptomatic
  - In school
  - In sports or extracurriculars

- **COVID-19 Positive**
  - Symptomatic
  - Return if you meet all 3 criteria

- **Returning from foreign travel or cruise ship**
  - Return at least 14 days after arriving home

---

**YOU ARE:**

- **Exposed**
  - Asymptomatic
  - Return after

- **Symptomatic**
  - In school
  - In sports or extracurriculars

---

*Per CDC, exposure is close contact of 6 feet or less for 15 minutes or more.

Contact at greater than 6 feet or for less than 15 minutes is generally not sufficient to transmit the virus.

#COVIDSTOPSWITHME
Creating minimal disruption guidance for exposure & contact tracing

Simply being in the same classroom, building, or at the same event as a positive or symptomatic person does not mean someone must be contact traced and self-isolate.

To the extent possible, isolate the scope of the problem by determining who meets the CDC definition of exposed to the positive or symptomatic person.

Minimize disruption by isolating only those individuals.

- NOT Exposed: Contact either NOT Physically Close or Close for less than 15 Minutes
- Exposure: Close Contact of 6 Feet or Less for 15+ Minutes
- Positive or Symptomatic
CORONAVIRUS

COVID-19 PREVENTION

STAY
If you feel sick, stay home.

SAFE
Keep a safe distance from others.

WASH
Wash your hands frequently.

CLEAN
Clean and disinfect frequently used surfaces.

PROTECT
Protect the vulnerable.

SICK STUDENTS AND ADULTS SHOULD REMAIN HOME.
#COVIDSTOPSWITHME
Coronavirus

COVID-19 Prevention

Know the Symptoms

Cough
Fatigue
Body Aches
Headache
Sore Throat

Congestion
Runny Nose
Nausea
Vomiting
Diarrhea

Loss of Taste or Smell
Shortness of Breath
Muscle Pain

Sick students and adults should remain home.

#CovidStopsWithMe
REPORTING PROCESS FOR COVID-19 OCCURRENCES

- Reports will be used to keep the Commissioner regularly informed
- EM Buddy will report to Alex Jordan by 2:00 PM each day on any COVID-19 occurrences – or that there is nothing to report
- Short form has been developed for institutions to use when there is something to report
- Alex Jordan will follow up with the EM Buddies via email after this webinar
- Caleb Hawkes is back up for Alex and his contact information will be included in the email
- Chancellor Hebda is available any time a president has a question or something to report